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Abstract—The detection of copy-move image tampering is of
paramount importance nowadays, mainly due to its potential use
for misleading the opinion forming process of the general public.
In this paper, we go beyond traditional forgery detectors and
aim at combining different properties of copy-move detection
approaches by modeling the problem on a multiscale behavior
knowledge space, which encodes the output combinations of
different techniques as a priori probabilities considering multiple
scales of the training data. Afterwards, the conditional probabil-
ities missing entries are properly estimated through generative
models applied on the existing training data. Finally, we propose
different techniques that exploit the multi-directionality of the
data to generate the final outcome detection map in a machine
learning decision-making fashion. Experimental results on com-
plex datasets, comparing the proposed techniques with a gamut of
copy-move detection approaches and other fusion methodologies
in the literature show the effectiveness of the proposed method
and its suitability for real-world applications.

Index Terms—Copy-Move Forgery Detection; Fusion; Be-
haviour Knowledge Space; Multi-scale Data Analysis; Multi-
direction Data Analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN the context of fauxtography and digital misleading
through image manipulation, the scientific community has

been seriously focused on fighting misinformation and detect-
ing these activities in the past few years. One of the most
common forgeries consists of selecting, copying and pasting
regions from and to an image, multiplying or hiding objects or
parts of interest, a process referred to as copy-move tampering
or cloning.

Basically, commonly known copy-move detection ap-
proaches are divided into two branches according to
Christlein et al. [1]. The first one uses image patches con-
taining raw or transformed pixels and, by lexicographical
sorting and thresholding, similar patches are found in the
image. The second set of approaches uses similarity of points
of interest, such as those produced by the Scale-Invariant
Feature Transform (SIFT) [2] and also the Speeded-Up Robust
Features (SURF) [3] to find copied and pasted regions. By
using just image patches, however, rotated and resized regions
are difficult to detect. In turn, while points of interest-based
approaches can tackle this problem as they are invariant
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to uniform scaling and orientation, they are only partially
invariant to affine distortion and illumination changes [2]. As
a viable and more interesting alternative to solve the problem,
the combination of these approaches seems promising, as the
fusion of different methods can exploit the best of both worlds.

Several methodologies were proposed in the literature in
this regard, such as the Majority Voting, Threshold Voting
and the Bayesian Fusion [4]. Notwithstanding, these classical
approaches for classifier fusion, in the copy-move forgery
detection setup, do not show groundbreaking effectiveness,
as they have strong simplification assumptions on the data
that, oftentimes, cannot capture two important properties of
the problem: (i) a pixel classification is not solely dependent
on the actual pixel, it depends also on the pixel’s neighborhood
due to the very nature of the forgery process, which involves
combining different pixels in a given neighborhood; and (ii)
it is necessary to know, for each method that is good for
classification, the cases in which the other methods are not,
which can decrease the detection accuracy after a voting is
performed, for example.

In this work, we deal with the limitations of fusing ap-
proaches by designing a robust and efficient Behaviour Knowl-
edge Space (BKS) [5] representation more appropriate for
copy-move detection, modeling the problem as a conditional
probability estimation problem instead. The extensions and
contributions are threefold.

First, we deal with the problem of missing probability esti-
mations caused by the lack of training data, using generative
models to better determine missing entries and remove noise
from the existing probabilities in the representation space
adopted. This first contribution is key for combining forgery
detection algorithms, as oftentimes they are complementary
but it is very hard to find enough training examples to cover
all cross-effects of their combinations.

Second, we incorporate expert knowledge to the adopted
BKS representation in order to be more robust to some com-
mon operations in image tampering that can lead to confusion
in the classification of individual classifiers, such as resizing
and noise addition. For that, we propose a Multiscale Behavior
Knowledge representation, which takes into account different
scales of training data.

Finally, we deal with the problem of individual pixel clas-
sification, present in most copy-move detection approaches
(as a matter of fact, this also happens, to some degree, in
other forgeries such as in splicing/composition of different
images), which can decrease the classification accuracy, as the
neighborhood plays an important role in the fate of a pixel’s
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classification. For that we incorporate a post-processing step
to the detection BKS-based technique, which classifies a pixel
based on the outcomes of its neighborhood.

We show through an extensive set of experiments that
these three problems, when properly dealt with, yield a better
classifier (i.e., forgery detector), which takes into account
the benefits of each individual classifier aggregated and is
statistically better than its counterparts in the literature. These
extensions were properly thought of and custom-tailored to
the problem of forgery detection and, we believe, represent
a major leap toward the design of more effective forensic
methods that can take advantage of complementary features
to solve a hard problem.

We organized the remainder of this paper into five sections.
In Section II, we discuss existing solutions in the literature
for copy-move tampering detection and the problems when
using them individually. We also comment about some fusion
approaches that can be used in the copy-move problem. In
Section III, we introduce the proposed schemes to perform the
fusion of classifiers based on BKS modeling. In Section IV, we
set forth the experimental setup used to validate the proposed
methods while, in Section V, we present the experimental
results. Finally, in Section VI, we conclude the paper and
discuss some possible future work.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

In this section, we discuss existing solutions for the copy-
move detection problem as well as methods for combining
classifiers that can be used for aggregating the outcomes of
different solutions.

A. Copy-Move Detection
In a recent paper, Christlein et al. [1] proposed a workflow

of common copy-move forgery detection approaches (Figure
1). Firstly, the image is pre-processed, which can include,
for instance, the combination of color channels to generate a
grayscale image that can work properly for a given approach.
Then the feature extraction often follows one of two paths:
for blocks, the image is tiled up in overlapping blocks of
squared sizes. If using image keypoints, a keypoint extraction
algorithm such as SIFT [2], SURF [3] or other is applied
over the image, obtaining points of interest which will be
analyzed by the proposed techniques. All of these data are then
represented by feature vectors. For blocks, raw pixel values,
block statistics or transformed pixels are used. For keypoints,
SIFT or SURF native description methods can be used. Then,
the search for similar feature vectors and filtering of possible
false positives are performed. Finally, a post processing is done
to guarantee that a meaningful detection is obtained.

Pre-Processing Block-Based
Analysis

Keypoint-
Based

Analysis

Feature
Extraction

Feature 
Matching Filtering Post-Processing

Fig. 1. Common workflow for copy-move detection approaches according to
Christlein et al. [1].

We now discuss existing methods in the literature that
follow one of these possible paths, separately.

1) Block-Based Copy-Move Detection: Block-Based copy-
move detection approaches use patches of pixels, transformed
or not, lexicographical sorting and thresholding, to find similar
patches in the image. Figure 2 depicts the workflow of this
branch of methods.

Fig. 2. Block-based copy-move detection. In this approach, overlapping
or non-overlapping blocks are captured by sliding windows in the image.
The data can be captured as image pixels or after transformations on the
image. The data are stored in a matrix and similar blocks are searched for by
lexicographical sorting and similarity thresholding.

Different approaches use different transformations for this
task. Some of them are well-known operations such as the raw-
pixel values and Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) proposed
by Fridrich et al. [6], Principal Component Analysis by
Popescu and Farid [7], blur moment invariants with PCA
for dimensional reduction by Mahdian and Saic [8], Dis-
crete Wavelet Transform (DWT) by Zhang et al. [9], DWT
and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) by Li et al. [10],
SVD by Kang and Wei [11], Fourier Transform by Bravo-
Solorio and Nandi [12], Discrete Wavelet Transform or Kernel
Principal Component Analysis by Bashar et al. [13].

Some other approaches apply more complex image pro-
cessing techniques over the blocks before the matching, such
as the Zernike moments by Ryu et al. [14], Fourier-Mellin
Transform (FMT) by Bayram et al. [15], Gaussian Pyramid
Decomposition [16] over circular sliding windows by Wang et
al. [17], Hu moments over Gaussian Pyramid Decomposition
by Wang et al. [18], information of some specific regions of
the block by Lin et al. [19], Bit-Plane Analysis by Ardizzone
and Mazzola [20], PatchMatch Algorithm [21] by Barnes et
al. [22], Gabor filters by Hsu et al. [23], Discrete Cosine
Transform in overlapped blocks with k-means and ZigZag
Scanning by Fadl and Semary [24], among others [25], [26],
[27].

In summary, the major drawback of all of the mentioned
methods is that they are not simultaneously robust to scale,
compression and rotation operations, which led to the ex-
ploration of alternative paths as we shall discuss in the next
subsection.

2) Keypoint-Based Copy Move Detection: The advantage of
using keypoints to detect copy-move forgeries relies on their
alleged invariance to geometric transformations such as rota-
tions and resizing and also to noise and lighting adjustments.
Basically, this set of approaches works by firstly detecting
keypoints in the image, and then finding similarities between
different keypoints. Figure 3 depicts an example of this branch
of copy-move detection techniques.
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Fig. 3. Keypoint-based copy-move detection. Points of interest are firstly
detected in the image (e.g., by means of SURF, SIFT or other keypoint-based
detection approaches). Then, similarities between the keypoint representations
are sought for to detect the potential tamperings (e.g., Euclidean distance
between keypoint vectors, among others).

Roughly speaking, the existing methods differ mostly in
the kind of interest points taken into consideration and in
the matching policy used. For example, Huang et al. [28]
and Pan and Lyu [29], [30] used similarity search of Scale-
Invariant Features Transform (SIFT) keypoints descriptors.
Amerini et al. [31] performed the analysis of SIFT corre-
spondences by means of hierarchical clustering procedure.
Xu et al. [32] used the Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) as
points of interest and Shivakumar and Baboo [33] proposed
a methodology in which SURF keypoints are extracted and
stored in a KD-tree.

Silva et al. [34] used points of interest and blocks of pixels
at the same time to detect forgeries with voting in a multiscale
scenario. Other recent approaches that follow the keypoint-
based detection trend or that combine this with block-based
detection methods can be found in [35], [36], [37].

Regardless of the method, keypoint-based detectors often
fail when forgeries are too small or when the forged region is
homogeneous, as there are not enough keypoints to be detected
in such regions.

B. Approaches to fusion of classifiers

As different forgery detectors have benefits and drawbacks,
their fusion can better exploit the pros and alleviate the
cons of them separately. Using the example of copy-move
detection, patch-based approaches are good at detecting slight
illumination changes, but are unable to detect image trans-
formations such as rotation and resizing of copied portions
of an image. The keypoint-based approaches, on the other
hand, are good at detecting some scaling and orientation
changes and are partially invariant to illumination changes and
affine transformations, while having problems with both small
tampered and homogeneous regions. In this vein, the ideal
strategy would be exploring the best of both worlds. In the
remaining of this section, we discuss some common fusion
approaches proposed in the literature adapted to the problem
of interest herein.

1) Majority voting: this fusion scheme considers only the
most likely class provided by each classifier and chooses the
most frequent class label within the output set. A variant
of majority voting is the weighted majority voting, which
multiplies each vote by a weight before the actual voting.

2) Threshold voting: this voting technique considers a
threshold to decide whether or not an example belongs to
the positive class, according to the sum of positive outputs of
the combined classifiers. For example, while majority voting
considers three out of five votes for deciding upon an outcome
of a 2-class problem, threshold voting may arbitrarily choose
two as the minimum necessary number of votes for a given
class of interest.

3) Bayesian fusion: another form of combining different
classifiers was proposed by Xu et al. [4] and aims at
combining K multi-class classifiers with a Bayesian approach,
assuming each classifier is independent of the other ones.
Firstly, for each binary pixel-based forgery detectors, k, a
confusion matrix is constructed

Mk =

(
F

(k)
00 F

(k)
01

F
(k)
10 F

(k)
11

)
, (1)

where Fij is the number of pixels where the detector k
misclassified a pixel belonging to class i as belonging to
class j. The diagonal contains the correctly classified cases.
These confusion matrices are used to calculate the conditional
probability that a pixel x belongs to class i, provided that
there is an observation on the output of the forgery detector
k, predicting that it belongs to class j in Equation 2.

P (x ∈ ci|εk(x) = j) =
M

(k)
ij∑1

i=0M
(k)
ij

, i ∈ {0, 1}. (2)

Finally, the probability that a pixel is actually a forgery
given K observations on the classifiers being combined can
be approximated by:

P (x ∈ c1) =

∏K
k=1 P (x ∈ c1|εk(x) = jk)∑1

i=0

∏K
k=1 P (x ∈ ci|εk(x) = jk)

. (3)

The probability of a pixel belonging to the forgery class is
calculated by Equation 3, using both the conditional probabil-
ity derived from the confusion matrices in Equation 2 and the
K-dimensional vector of observations of the detectors outputs
for this pixel.

4) Behavior-Knowledge Space: an issue with the bayesian
combination is that it assumes that the classifier decisions
are independent. Behavior-Knowledege Space (BKS) [5] was
developed to avoid this assumption and derives the information
from a knowledge space, which records the decision of all
classifiers on each learned sample.

The BKS method is a trainable combination scheme that
seeks to estimate the a posteriori probabilities by computing
the frequency of each class for every possible set of classifier
decisions, based on a given training set. BKS builds a lookup
table that matches the final classification result with each com-
bination of classifier outputs. For each combination of outputs
in the lookup table, it associates the most often class label to it,
giving a specific classifier decision D1, ..., DK from K indi-
vidual classifiers. The posterior probability P (ci|D1, ..., DK)
of class ci is computed as follows:

P (ci|D1, ..., DK) =
N(ci, D1, ..., DK)∑|C|
i=1N(ci, D1, ..., DK)

, (4)
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where |C| is the number os classes and N(ci, D1, ..., DK)
counts the frequency of class ci for the classifier combina-
tion output {D1, ..., DK}. If K is the number of combined
classifiers, then BKS requires estimates of |C|K a posteriori
probabilities.

In order to perform the combination of classifiers using
the BKS method, we need to build a lookup table based on
observations on the training dataset. Note, however, that the
amount of possible entries for a set of K binary detectors
is 2K , making it difficult that all possible cases are covered
when K is large. This poses a serious problem, given that
the set of points in the testing environment can include some
of those lacking an entry in the Behaviour Knowledge Space.
Moreover, to classify a given pixel, the neighborhood behavior
in BKS fusion is not taken into account. In this vein, the
methods we propose herein are aimed at solving these issues
as we discuss in the next section.

III. MULTI-SCALE AND MULTI-DIRECTIONAL BEHAVIOR
KNOWLEDGE SPACE CLASSIFICATION FOR FORGERY

DETECTION

In order to better understand the BKS fusion applied in
copy-move detection and our contributions in this paper, we
start discussing how the single BKS-based classification work-
flow works for copy-move detection. Firstly, given a training
set of images, we apply K copy-move detectors and use their
binary detection maps to generate the Behavior-Knowledge
Space representation. This is done by analyzing, pixel by pixel,
the combination of K outputs for that pixel and the class of
that pixel in the ground-truth used in a training set. In the
testing set, the combination of the K outputs is queried in the
table and a decision threshold in the conditional probability of
that combination is used to classify the pixel in the test image.

In this paper, we propose a series of BKS-based approaches
aimed at fighting the drawbacks presented for BKS fusion,
extending it to consider the multi-scale and multi-directionality
nature of the data in the copy-move forgery detection problem.
The multi-scale approaches applies Gaussian pyramidal de-
composition to the training images, generating data for filling
the remaining conditional probabilities in the BKS represen-
tation that could not be found using only the original scale of
training images. They are also used to give better examples
to the BKS, as the pyramidal decomposition eliminates noise
that can be mislabeled as copy-move pixels.

The multi-directionality approaches, on the other hand, aim
at improving the classification results, by taking into account
the dependency nature of the data. We also propose the use
of generative models that can act alone or allied with the
multiscale approaches to better estimate the probabilities of
forgeries when combining different methods. Fig. 4 depicts
the pipeline of our proposed BKS-based approaches aimed at
copy-move detection. Algorithm 1 shows the main steps of the
proposed approach.

We now turn our attention to discussing the main contribu-
tions for BKS-based fusion detection of copy-move forgeries.

Algorithm 1: Proposed Method.
1 function CMD BKS (I, BKS,K, neigh size, neigh type)

Input : I: Input image to detect copy move forgery.
BKS: Multiscale BKS Table.
K: Number of underlying forgery detectors to combine.
neigh size: Size of neighborhood to analyze.
neigh type: Type of neighborhood analysis.

Output: B: Binary image with the manipulation detection
2 //Apply each detection approach individually per pixel
3 for each pixel i in I do
4 for k=1 to K do
5 output[k]=detect forgery(k,i)
6 end
7 //Look for outputs probability in the BKS table built as discussed in

Sections III-A and III-B
8 prob=search table(output, BKS);
9 prob map(i)=prob;

10 end
11 //Perform the neighborhood analysis using approaches discussed in Section III-C
12 for each pixel j in prob map do
13 class=neigh analysis(prob map(j), neigh size, neigh type);
14 B(j)=class;
15 end
16 return B;

A. Multiscale Behavior Knowledge Space

In this paper, we propose a novel data fusion approach by
using multiscale analysis of the data to build a more robust
BKS representation, invariant to operations such as noise and
resizing. For that, we use the Pyramidal Decomposition [16]
from input images. We use the pyramidal decomposition in
two ways in our proposed BKS classification:

1) Multiscale BKS: we use s image scales of training
images to generate only one BKS representation table
used for testing. This is performed to complete the BKS
table with more samples robust to common operations
used with copy-move tampering, such as noise addition
and resizing.

2) Multiscale BKS Voting: s scales are used to generate t
(s = t) BKS representation tables in the training stage.
In the testing phase, the s scales of the test image are
classified by the corresponding t representation of that
scale. The final result is the voting of s multiscale final
binary maps.

We believe that the proposed Multiscale BKS approaches
are effective because: (i) they improve the robustness of the
proposed detector against different scale forgeries; (ii) the
augmented representation (with more training data) leads to
a more precise prediction of the probability of a given pixel
being fake; and (iii) outliers in the image that could be
interpreted as copied regions are reduced due to the low-pass
filters used in the pyramidal decomposition.

B. Generative Models for Behavior Knowledge Space Com-
pletion

Even using the multiscale approach presented before, some
conditional probabilities cannot be calculated from the training
set, as some output combinations of classifiers may never be
present in such data. This can be a problem because, during
testing, an unknown entry could be wrongly classified. In order
to overcome this issue, we propose a completion procedure
based on regression, as it is widely used to predict unknown
values from existing ones.
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Fig. 4. Workflow of the proposed Behavior Knowledge Space applied to copy-move forgery detection. We start by building a Multiscale representation of the
data by applying the Gaussian pyramidal decomposition on input images (contribution labeled as (1) in the training stage). This makes the combined classifier
more robust to some operations applied in copy-move forgery, such as resizing and noise addition. This process results in an incomplete representation, as
all the possible combinations of binary outputs from K combined detectors often cannot be found at the training stage. We solve this problem by applying
a generative model completion such as regression to better fit the conditional probability data, filling missing probabilities and also removing possible noise
and outliers from the BKS representation (contribution labeled as (3) in the training stage). Finally, in the test stage, for each pixel in the image, we calculate,
querying the BKS representation, its probability of being a copy-move forgery given the K detection maps. This generates a probability map, which is further
processed by multidirectional neighborhood analysis (contribution labeled as (c) in the testing stage) to classify a pixel based on its neighborhood information,
which is crucial for the problem we deal with in this paper. The pyramidal decomposition happens in the training/testing depending on the proposed technique,
as we detail in the text.

We propose to train Random Forests and Support Vec-
tor Regressions with the entries in the possibly incomplete
Behavior-Knowledge Space representation table. Our hypoth-
esis is that the regression should eliminate some noise present
in the training data and, thus, better generalize for the testing
environment. We detail each of these approaches next.

1) Random Forests (RFs): is a method composed by a
collection of classification or regression trees, each constructed
upon a random resampling of the original training set. In
the notation provided by [38], a training set is denoted by
L = {(xi, yi) , i = 1, 2, ..., N} where N is the number of
samples, xi is the vector of attributes and yi ∈ {1, 2, ..., C}
is the n-th example in the training set.

Before describing the Random Forest procedure, let’s first
consider the concept of bootstrap aggregation or tree bagging
applied to tree learners. Given a training set L, bagging
repeatedly selects a random sample with replacement of the
training set and fits trees to such samples. This process
is repeated B times. In each iteration b, we sample with
replacement, N examples from L, creating Lb, and train a
regression tree fb on Lb. After training, we can predict the
outcome of unseen examples xt by averaging the predictions
from all the individual regression trees on xt

f̂ =
1

B

B∑
b=1

f̂b(xt). (5)

The bootstrapping decreases the variance without impacting
the bias of the model thus leading to a better model perfor-

mance. As the parameter B is free, we can set its value through
cross-validation, or by observing the mean prediction error on
each training sample xi, using only the trees that do not contain
xi in their bootstrap sample, a process referred to as out-of-bag
error.

The difference of the process described above and actual
random forests is that RFs use a modified tree learning
algorithm that selects a random subset of the features for
each candidate split (tree) in the learning process, a procedure
oftentimes referred to as “feature bagging”. The feature bag-
ging is applied mostly to reduce correlation among different
trees and, therefore, better explore the feature space. More
information about Random Forests and their properties can be
found in [38].

In our scenario, Random Forests are used to estimate
missing entries in the BKS entries. We use as x an n-
dimensional vector, containing the binary output of each of the
n fused copy-move detection approaches present in the BKS
tables and, as y, we use the probabilities of that combination
of outputs also in the BKS entries. For training, we use
only x and y (binary outputs combinations and probabilities,
respectively) that are already present in the BKS entries
(binary outputs without calculated probabilities are discarded
for training). Then, after the training stage, the random forests
will predict the missing probabilities in the BKS table for each
table entry (outcomes of the detectors). For instance, suppose
the BKS table in Fig. 4 (the table with NULL entries on the
left). In that case, the table entry x = {0, 0} is missing. After
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the RF regression, it is estimated in P (x) = 0.03.
2) Support Vector Regression (SVR): consider again a

training dataset L = {(xi, yi) | i = 1, 2, . . . ,N} where xi
denotes the input vectors and associated targets yi and N, the
number of samples. Training an original SVR means solving
the regression problem as a convex optimization [39]:

minimize
1

2
‖w‖2 , subject to

{
yi − (w.x + b) ≤ ε
(w.x + b)− yi ≤ ε (6)

The convex optimization problem is feasible if there exists
a function that approximates all pairs (xi, yi) with ε precision.
When solving the complex optimization for finding w, there
are points that often violate the restrictions of the problem
and cannot guarantee the feasibility. Then, we adopt a loss
function that introduces non-negative slack variables ξi, ξi∗ to
the problem formulation to cope with infeasible constraints of
the optimization problem in Equation 6.

In the nonlinear case, we use a function to map Ψ : χ→ =
onto a feature space = [39] and apply the SVM Regression
algorithm on the transformed data. The SV algorithm only
depends on dot products between patterns xi [39]. It suffices
to know k(x,x′) = Ψ(x,x′) rather than Ψ explicitly. In this
case, we operate in this transformed space. More details about
SVR can be found in [39].

In our scenario, the SVR will be used to estimate the
missing entries in the BKS table. In this case, x denotes an n-
dimensional vector containing the binary output of each of the
n fused copy-move detection approaches present in the BKS
tables while y denotes the probabilities of that combination of
outputs. The process of BKS completion happens in the same
way as discussed for Random Forests, just replacing the RF
with SVR.

C. Multidirectional Neighborhood Analysis for BKS Classifi-
cation

In the first formulation of the BKS fusion classification
scheme, the testing phase works as follows: first, the table
is queried for the probability given the output combination
of individual classifiers for a testing pixel. This method will
produce a probability of a pixel being forged, given a combi-
nation of the individual classifiers (detectors), creating a final
probability map for the image, which is then compared pixel-
wise to a threshold to classify its pixels as forged or not. The
probability and threshold are always the same for a particular
combination of classifiers’ output and this can be a problem, as
the neighborhood also has influence on a pixel’s classification.
To solve this issue, we propose novel neighborhood-based
classification schemes considering the Behavior Knowledge
Space-based classification fusion. These new approaches are
based on multidirectional analysis of the data, classifying a
pixel based on its neighborhood. We discuss each one of them
in the following subsections.

1) Neighborhood Agreement (NA): The Neighborhood
Agreement method uses the probability computed with the
BKS method, but taking into account the information present
in the pixel neighborhood. The rationale is that a forged region
should have a minimum size and that an observation of the

detectors’ outputs in isolated pixels should be conditioned with
the observations of nearby pixels as well.

In this proposed approach, the probability map used for
further classification is generated after a convolution operation
on the original probability map, built after each image pixel
evaluation with our extended BKS model. The kernel we select
for this approach is the mean filter. The new probability of a
pixel is the mean probability of its neighbors. A base threshold
of 0.5 can be used to find the final detection map (conditional
probabilities with higher values can pinpoint a forgery).

2) Local Variable Threshold (LVT): The main idea behind
this method is using the neighborhood of a pixel to dynami-
cally adapt the decision threshold to classify it. The rationale
is that if the neighbors of a pixel p are likely forged, then p is
also probably a forged pixel. In other words, the more pixels
are forgeries in the neighboord of p, the more likely p is to
be forged, dynamically adapting the decision threshold.

To create the dynamical decision process, we consider
a local variable threshold that moves into a fixed interval
around a base threshold, hereinafter referred to as the Max
Displacement (MD). If we define MD to be 0.2, for instance,
and the base threshold T to be 0.5, it means we expect that
the threshold can take values in the interval [0.3, 0.7]. The
final Local Variable Threshold for a given neighborhood is
calculated as

LV T = T − 2× (MC − T )×MD, (7)

where MC is the mean classification output of pixels in a
dubious pixel’s neighborhood.

As an example, suppose a 3 × 3 neighborhood with five
pixels classified as copy-move pixels and our task is to classify
the center pixel of this region. For this case, the threshold for

that pixel is V T = 0.5−2×(
5

8
−0.5)×0.2 = 0.45. If the BKS

table gives the probability of being forged as, for instance,
0.48 but the pixel is a copy-moved pixel, then a false negative
would be avoided due to the less strict threshold 0.45 in this
proposed approach.

D. Complexity Analysis

The complexity of the proposed method depends mostly
on the complexity of three elements: complexity of the un-
derlying classifiers used in the fusion, complexity to access
the probability of the combined responses in the BKS rep-
resentational space and the complexity of the neighborhood
(multi-directional) analysis. The complexity of the underly-
ing classifiers used in the fusion is clearly dominated by
the complexity of the most complex method. Considering k
methods to be combined and assuming that the most complex
one is O(N2), the complexity of the combined classifier is
O(kN2) = O(N2).

The complexity of accessing the BKS table can be done
in O(1) if we implement the representation space with a
hash. The complexity of the neighborhood analysis is given by
the fixed-neighborhood size (a constant, c) times the number
of pixels in the image. Hence the neighborhood analysis
complexity is O(c×N) = O(N). Summing up, the final com-
plexity of the proposed method is O(N2 + 1 +N) = O(N2).
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In other words, the complexity of the proposed fusion method
depends on the complexity of the underlying methods used in
the fusion scheme.

E. Known Limitations

As the proposed method works with fusion of classifiers,
its weakness happens when there is no complementarity of
the underlying classifiers for a given image. For example,
when combining block-based methods and interest points-
based methods, if the first ones fail at detecting the forgery
and the image is too homogeneous to have enough interest
points detected, the fusion can fail.

Finally, as the method consists of running and combining
k detection methods, searching the output combination in
the multiscale BKS representational space and analyzing a
pixel’s neighborhood for the final classification, the proposed
method is slightly slower when compared to other existing
methods, mainly the ones which do not use any fusion scheme.
However, the obtained effectiveness improvement is significant
and worth the minor increase in the computational time, as we
show in the experiments.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

With all the proposed solutions in place, we now turn our
attention to the methodology used to validate them against
counterparts in the literature. In this section, we show the
datasets, the validation setup, the statistics used for compari-
son, the methods considered and the variations of the proposed
methods used in the experiments.

A. Datasets

We have used two datasets for evaluating and comparing
the proposed techniques with the ones from the literature.
The first dataset, proposed and used in [34], comprises 108
examples of copy-move forgeries. Each image is stored in
uncompressed PNG format and in compressed JPEG format,
totaling 216 images. The images have different resolutions,
varying from 845× 634 pixels (the smallest) to 1, 296× 972
pixels (the largest). We refer to this dataset as Copy-Move
Hard (CPH) as it comprises forgeries created through mixed
operations such as resizing, rotation, scaling, compression,
illumination matching, among others. We separate this dataset
into two subsets: the one comprising the compressed version
of the images (CPHCOMPRESSED) with 108 images and the
uncompressed version of the images (CPHALL) also with 108
images. Each subset may be further broke down as:
• 23 images, in which the cloned area was just copied and

moved (simple case);
• 25 images with a rotation of the duplicated area (orien-

tations in the range of -90 and 180 degrees);
• 25 images with cloned area resizing (scaling factors

between 80% and 154%);
• 35 images involving rotation and resizing altogether.
The second dataset comprises images from

Christlein et al. [1] who compared several copy-move
detection methods. We refer to this dataset as Copy-Move

Erlangen-Nuremberg (CMEN). In total, we considered 212
images stored in PNG format with a resolution varying from
800 × 533 pixels (the smallest) to 3, 872 × 2, 592 pixels (the
largest). The CMEN datasets comprise:
• 48 images where the cloned area was only copied and

then moved (simple case);
• 78 images with a rotation of the duplicated area (orien-

tations of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 20, 60 and 180 degrees);
• 86 images with a resizing of the cloned area (scaling

factors of 50%, 80%, 91%, 93%, 95%, 97%, 99%, 101%,
103%, 105%, 107%, 109%, 120%, 200%).

We have chosen exactly these two dataset configurations
because they are the same used in the validation of a recent
work [34] and are freely available by the authors at the
project’s website1. Moreover, we use a slightly different vali-
dation from [34] when performing experiments on these two
datasets, as there is a training step in the proposed approaches
and some state-of-the-art fusion techniques. In the experiments
reported in this paper, we randomly choose images from these
datasets to be used in training and test steps in a validation
protocol explained in Section IV-B.

B. Setup

We adopt a 5 × 2 cross-validation protocol in the exper-
iments, as the proposed approaches need a training stage.
Therefore, five replications of the 2-fold cross-validation pro-
tocol are performed. In each one, a set S is divided into S1

and S2 and a classifier is trained on S1 and tested on S2.
Thereafter, training/testing sets are switched and the process
repeated. There are 5× 2 = 10 different executions in the end
of the process. This is considered an optimal benchmarking
protocol for learning algorithms [40].

C. Metrics and Statistics

In the experiments, all metrics are calculated in a pixel-
level fashion to evaluate the effectiveness of the detection
maps yielded by the methods applied on the benchmarks.
This approach has been chosen mainly because it is the
preferred approach used in the 1st IEEE International Image
Forensics Challenge (IFC) [41] that took place in 2013. It
is worth mentioning that recent trends in the information
forensics community have pushed for pixel-wise classification
and localization instead of only image-wise binary metrics.
For evaluating all the proposed methods and compare them to
the state of the art, we have chosen the following metrics, also
used in the IFC [41]:
• True Positive Rate (TPR): also known as recall, it

indicates the percentage of correctly classified copy-
move/cloned (or positive) regions TPR = |TP |

|Rclone| ,
where |TP | (True Positive) represents the number of
pixels correctly classified as cloned in the detection map,
and |Rclone| represents the number of real cloned pixels
in the reference map.

• False Positive Rate (FPR): indicates the percentage
of incorrectly located cloned regions FPR = |FP |

|Rnormal| ,

1http://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.978736

http://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.978736
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where |FP | (False Positive) represents the number of
pixels wrongly classified as cloned in the detection map,
and |Rnormal| represents the number of pixels, in the
reference map, that do not belong to the cloned regions.

• Accuracy (ACC): gives the quality of detection based on
TPR and TNR (True Negative Rate), which indicates
the percentage of correctly located non-cloned regions
ACC = TPR+(1−FPR)

2 , where (1− FPR) represents
the TNR.

• Precision: is the fraction of events in which the classifier
correctly classified forged pixels out of all instances clas-
sified as being copy-move pixels Precision = TPR

TPR+FPR .
• F-Measure: is a measure that can be interpreted as the

harmonic mean of precision and recall (also known as
True Positive Rate, or TPR, as previously discussed). It
reaches its best value at 1 and worst score at 0:

f = 2× Precision× TPR
Precision + TPR

. (8)

We also report Standard Deviations (STD) for TPR, FPR
and ACC in all experiments to give an idea of how the results
vary across the different cross-validation rounds.

A series of statistical tests are also performed to check if the
reported results are significantly different. First, we confirm if
all techniques are statistically different (also known as pre-
test). If so, we check the techniques pairwise to define which
ones are statistically different when compared to each other
(also known as post-test). Each of these steps usually involves
a statistical test and a confidence level for the test. We consider
a confidence level of 95% for each test. For the pre-test, we
considered the Friedmann test [42], a non-parametric test used
to determine if subjects change significantly across occasions
and conditions. For pairwise comparison, also known as
multi-comparison approach, we use the Wilcoxon rank-sum
paired test [43] for two reasons: (i) we do not assume that
the difference between the two variables being compared is
interval and normally distributed; and (ii) the sample sizes are
small (10 f-measures per method representing each result of
the 5 × 2 cross-validation procedure). As there are multiple
pairwise comparisons, we also adjust the p-values using the
method by Benjamini and Yekutieli [44] as it controls the
false discovery rate in the test, being more powerful than
other p-value adjustments methods, such as Bonferroni [45]
or Holm [46].

D. Implementation Aspects of the Proposed Methods

In this section, we discuss a series of variations of the pro-
posed approaches based on multi-scale and multi-directional
evaluation of the considered BKS representations:

1) First set of methods. Here we start with the BKS
proposed methods considering the Support Vector Re-
gression (BKS-SVR) and Random Forest (BKS-RF)
regression methods for finding missing probabilities in
the training data.

2) Second set of methods. We incorporate the multi-
directional neighborhood analysis techniques on top
of the previous two methods by Neighbor Agreement

(BKS-SVR-NA and BKS-RF-NA) and by Local Variable
Threshold (BKS-SVR-LVT and BKS-RF-LVT).

3) Third set of methods. In this case, we used Otsu’s
threshold [47] on the probability map representation
(BKS-SVR-OTSU and BKS-RF-OTSU) to generate the
final classifications.

Therefore, for a single scale of the image, a total of eight
variations of the proposed approach are applied. For the Local
Variable Threshold approach, we define the Max Displacement
parameter (MD) to be 0.2 and the base threshold T to be 0.5
in all variations of the proposed approaches in which LVT is
used.

For multiple scales, we also use a similar configuration as
presented in Section III-A (we only report this variation with
the Local Variable Threshold approach because it yielded the
best results). We label these approaches as MULTISCALE
VOTING BKS-RF-LVT, MULTISCALE VOTING BKS-SVR-
LVT, MULTISCALE BKS-RF-LVT and MULTISCALE BKS-
SVR-LVT respectively), totaling 12 proposed approaches.

For finding the best parameters in the used methods, we
considered a simple grid-search procedure using 80% of the
data from one fold of the 5 × 2 cross validation for training
and the remaining 20% for validation. The experiment results
allowed us to specify a 9 × 9 window in the proposed Local
Variable Threshold approach for all kinds of images as well as
a 9× 9 window for the Neighborhood Agreement in the case
of uncompressed images. For the Neighborhood Agreement in
compressed images when used with Random Forest regression,
we used a 5 × 5 window while the version with SVR uses a
3×3 window. All the parameters, once again, are automatically
calculated based on the training data. For Random Forests,
we varied the parameter number of trees in the forest and the
parameter number of features randomly sampled and found
the best ones as being (1, 000; 2) and (250; 2) for compressed
and uncompressed images, respectively. For SVR, we varied
the Cost and Gamma parameters and found the best ones as
being (1; 0.125) and (1; 0.5), respectively, for compressed and
uncompressed images.

All of the proposed methods are based on BKS represen-
tation built upon the outcomes of eight individual detectors:
four block-based (Popescu and Farid [7], Ryu et al. [14],
Ryu et al. [48] and Bashar et al. [13]) and four interest-
point based (Amerini et al. [31], Shivakumar and Baboo [33]
SIFT, Shivakumar and Baboo [33] SURF and Silva et al. [34]).
We chose this configuration because of the good classification
results of these individual approaches reported in the literature
[1], [34], [31] and because we wanted to take into account the
advantages of block-based and interest point based detections
in the fusion of classifiers. Although fewer methods could be
used to decrease the method’s complexity, the most important
thing to take into account when combining methods is their
complementarity. For example, we consider two different
methodologies to detect forgeries relying on SIFT points [33],
[31] and two relying upon the traditional SURF detector. For
the methods relying on SURF, one considers its standard con-
figuration [33], and the other relies upon SURF points allied
with blocks [34]. In addition, we consider four methods using
different operations on blocks: two with Zernike Transforms
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[48], [14], one with DCT [7] and one with KPCA [13]. Our
hypothesis is that the complementarity of these approaches
will likely pinpoint forgeries better than any of them isolation.
In other words, finding methods that complement one another
is more important than choosing the number of detectors
per se. Finally, it is worth mentioning that all the proposed
approaches source-codes will be available at GitHub2 upon
publication.

E. Baselines

We compare the proposed techniques to 16 individual state-
of-the-art methods (presented in Section II-A). These methods
have been chosen based on a previous study conducted by
Christlein et al. [1] and based on other works as well. All of
these copy-move detectors and their labels used in this paper
are presented in Table IV-E.

TABLE I
LABEL ASSOCIATED WITH EACH INDIVIDUAL STATE-OF-THE-ART

COPY-MOVE DETECTOR USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS.

Method Label
Mahdian and Saic [8] Blur

Wang et al. [17] Circle
Fridrich et al. [6] DCT
Bashar et al. [13] DWT
Bayram et al. [15] FMT
Wang et al. [18] Hu
Lin et al. [19] Lin

Bashar et al. [13] KPCA
Popescu and Farid [7] PCA

Shivakumar and Baboo [33] SIFT
Shivakumar and Baboo [33] SURF

Amerini et al. [31] Hierarch-SIFT
Kang and Wei [11] SVD

Ryu et al. [14] Zernike
Ryu et al. [48] Zernike2
Silva et al. [34] Multiscale Voting

We also compared the proposed methods against all fusion
approaches presented in Section II-B. Basically, we combined
the same eight individual state-of-the-art approaches used in
the proposed methods (labeled as DCT, Zernike, Zernike2 and
KPCA, Hierarch-SIFT, SIFT, SURF and Multiscale Voting in
Table IV-E). For the threshold voting (which we refer to as
THRESHOLD VOTING), we used two configurations: one
with hard voting (we defined six votes as the minimum base
threshold to classify a pixel as forged) and another with soft
voting (four positive answers from the fused approaches for
a pixel classifies it as forged). We considered six votes for
hard voting because more votes would require a very high
consensus between the combined approaches, missing several
detections. Finally, we also use the original Behavior Knowl-
edge Table [5] (labeled simply as BKS) and the Bayesian
Fusion approach [4] (labeled as BAYESIAN FUSION) in the
comparison, with 0.5 used as the base threshold. With these
four additional fusion approaches, we compare the proposed
methods with a total of 20 state-of-the-art copy-move detection
techniques, comprising individual and fused classifiers.

2https://github.com/anselmoferreira/bks-copy-move-detection

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We present the experiments for all methods considering the
selected datasets in a numerical form, along with the proper
statistical analysis of the results. Qualitative results are also
available in the supplementary material of this paper.

A. CPH and CPHCOMPRESSED Datasets

With the datasets presented in Section IV-A and method-
ology described in Section IV-B in mind, we now discuss
the experimental results, whereby we validate the proposed
approaches comparing them to the state-of-the-art methods
presented in Section IV-E. Table II shows the results con-
sidering the measures presented in Section IV-C in a 5 × 2
cross-validation protocol on the CPHCOMPRESSED dataset.

Table II shows the results for fusing patch-based and
interest-based copy-move approaches in a probabilistic way
as BKS does. The original BKS and the methods proposed
in this paper outperform all the baselines compared in this
experiment. The Local Variable Threshold was used in the
best four approaches, highlighting the importance of studying
the neighborhood before deciding to which class a given
pixel belongs, as the proposed multi-directional thresholding
approach does.

The best result is the one which uses the proposed multiscale
BKS-based solution (MULTISCALE BKS-RF-LVT) with an f-
measure of 84.14%, higher than the ones achieved by original
BKS (77.69%) and the best individual approach (SURF), with
76.49%. This shows the benefits of applying the multiscale
approach, eliminating noise and updating the BKS represen-
tation with samples robust to resizing and noise additions,
using generative models for missing probabilities estimation
and studying the neighborhood before deciding the class of
a given pixel. The fusions by Voting (THRESHOLDING
VOTING) and Bayesian (BAYESIAN FUSION) approaches
are far from being acceptable in this scenario. Varying the
base threshold from hard (T = 6) to soft (T = 4) voting
does not change the classification results of THRESHOLDING
VOTING, and the assumption of independence of classifiers
(done by the Bayesian approach) is not appropriate in this
setup, as the worst results of the Bayesian method shows.
The proposed BKS-based methods relying on voting (MUL-
TISCALE VOTING BKS-RF-LVT, MULTISCALE VOTING
BKS-SVR-LVT) improved the performance of the basic voting
method, although they were not better than other state-of-the-
art methods.

Upon a Friedman statistical test on the results calculated
for this dataset, we found a p-value of 3.49 × 10−45, which
helps us to state that the approaches have significantly dif-
ferent performances. By applying the Wilcoxon approach
for pairwise comparisons, we found that the best proposed
approach, which uses Multiscale BKS, Random Forests gen-
erative model and Local Variable Threshold (Multiscale BKS-
RF-LVT), outperforms 27 out of the 31 compared approaches.
It is not statistically different than the second, third, fourth
and fifth best approaches, which are all variations of the
proposed fusion procedure. The Wilcoxon pairwise tests for

https://github.com/anselmoferreira/bks-copy-move-detection
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TABLE II
EXPERIMENTS CONSIDERING THE COMPRESSED VERSION OF CPH DATASET (CPHCOMPRESSED). THE PROPOSED METHODS ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN

BOLD AND THE RESULTS ARE ORDERED BY F-MEASURE.

Rank Method Statistics Calculated on CPHCOMPRESSED Dataset after 5X2 Cross-Validation Experiments

F-MEASURE (%) ACC (%) TPR (%) FPR (%) PRECISION (%)
1 MULTISCALE BKS-RF-LVT 84.14 85.48 ± 18.21 77.93 ± 34.52 0.06 ± 7.88 99.92
2 MULTISCALE BKS-SVR-LVT 83.67 85.08 ± 17.94 77.09 ± 34.07 0.06 ± 7.87 99.92
3 BKS-SVR-OTSU 83.07 84.70 ± 17.71 76.56 ± 33.69 7.14 ± 7.37 91.47
4 BKS-RF-LVT 82.50 84.19 ± 18.68 79.22 ± 35.47 10.00 ± 7.85 88.79
5 BKS-SVR-LVT 81.32 83.74 ± 18.62 78.25 ± 35.44 0.10 ± 7.87 99.87
6 BKS-RF-NA 80.94 82.99 ± 19.02 72.12 ± 36.36 6.13 ± 7.52 92.17
7 BKS-RF 80.59 82.77 ± 19.07 71.58 ± 36.53 0.06 ± 7.33 99.92
8 BKS-RF-OTSU 79.51 82.08 ± 18.78 71.09 ± 35.94 6.91 ± 7.36 91.14
9 BKS-SVR 79.02 81.71 ± 19.01 69.45 ± 36.51 6.00 ± 7.35 92.05

10 BKS-SVR-NA 78.91 81.68 ± 19.23 69.05 ± 37.09 0.06 ± 7.01 99.92
11 BKS [5] 77.69 81.57 ± 19.90 64.64 ± 39.46 1.49 ± 2.09 97.75
12 SURF [33] 76.49 80.99 ± 20.68 62.22 ± 41.34 0.24 ± 0.55 99.61
13 MULTISCALE VOTING BKS-RF-LVT 71.07 77.54 ± 20.45 55.85 ± 41.16 0.00 ± 1.24 100.00
14 SIFT [33] 69.80 76.89 ± 23.11 53.93 ± 46.30 0.15 ± 0.22 99.73
15 MULTISCALE VOTING BKS-SVR-LVT 67.44 75.82 ± 19.42 52.92 ± 38.74 1.27 ± 1.81 97.66
16 Hierarch-SIFT [31] 64.83 74.04 ± 21.15 48.29 ± 42.41 0.21 ± 0.30 99.57
17 THRESHOLD VOTING (T=4) 54.83 68.97 ± 18.30 37.96 ± 36.64 0.02 ± 0.05 99.94
18 THRESHOLD VOTING (T=6) 54.83 68.97 ± 18.30 37.96 ± 36.64 0.02 ± 0.05 99.94
19 Mutiscale Voting [34] 45.95 64.73 ± 17.31 30.15 ± 34.79 0.69 ± 1.24 97.29
20 Zernike [14] 44.33 64.18 ± 14.85 28.60 ± 29.57 0.23 ± 0.95 99.21
21 Zernike2 [48] 39.25 60.28 ± 19.91 25.95 ± 38.34 5.39 ± 7.32 82.80
22 KPCA [13] 38.63 61.92 ± 15.44 24.06 ± 30.88 0.22 ± 1.11 99.10
23 DWT [13] 37.69 61.55 ± 14.71 23.33 ± 29.34 0.23 ± 1.03 99.03
24 DCT [6] 37.57 61.55 ± 14.76 23.21 ± 29.47 0.10 ± 0.35 99.56
25 FMT [15] 15.44 54.18 ± 8.44 8.42 ± 16.86 0.06 ± 0.28 99.29
26 Circle [17] 14.67 53.90 ± 6.81 7.96 ± 13.77 0.15 ± 0.71 98.12
27 Lin [19] 10.55 52.79 ± 6.13 5.61 ± 12.27 0.03 ± 0.12 99.50
28 Hu [18] 4.07 50.86 ± 2.09 2.09 ± 4.21 0.36 ± 1.17 85.38
29 Blur [8] 1.95 50.31 ± 1.47 0.99 ± 2.95 0.36 ± 1.23 73.52
30 BAYESIAN FUSION [4] 1.88 50.52 ± 1.11 1.04 ± 2.23 0.00 ± 0.00 99.88
31 SVD [11] 1.54 50.31 ± 1.36 0.78 ± 2.63 0.15 ± 0.47 83.90
32 PCA [7] 0.00 49.96 ± 0.19 0.02 ± 0.16 0.09 ± 0.31 18.61

Legend:
 xx.xx = Five best methods in the column metric
 xx.xx = Five worst methods in the column metric

all approaches used in the experiments can be found in the
supplementary material.

Table III shows the results for the uncompressed version of
CPH dataset (CPHALL). The results in this table corroborate
the potential of the proposed multiscale approach, as there are
more and better samples to fill the probabilities contained in
this representation. Also, as discussed previously in Section
III-A, the multiscale approach eliminates noise in the training
samples, which could be regarded as copy-move pixels by
common classifiers. The Random Forests generative model
procedure was the best generative model for this problem,
probably because it uses a summarization over the trees with
complementary properties. As the BKS fusion uses classifiers
that are complementary in copy-move detection in some way,
this kind of regression is appropriate. Random Forests classi-
fiers also performed very well in previous classifications tasks
(non-forensics related) in the literature [49] outperforming
SVMs, for instance. Finally, the Local Variable Threshold was
used in the two best approaches, showing that it is appropriate
to dynamically adapt the decision threshold based on the
behavior of a given neighborhood instead of a hard decision
or even not considering the opinion of neighbors.

The Friedman statistical test shows a p-value of 4.99 ×
10−43, which helps us to state that the approaches have
significantly different performance. By applying the Wilcoxon
pairwise tests, we found that the best proposed approach is
statistically better than 30 out of 31 approaches compared. It
is not statistically better than the second best approach only,
which is also proposed in this paper. The Wilcoxon pairwise
tests for all approaches used in the experiments can also be
found in the supplementary material along with this paper.

B. CMEN Dataset
Table IV shows the results of the experiments on the

CMEN dataset. We show in this table only the results
from the best proposed approaches, individual state-of-the-art
classifiers used for the fusion and the state-of-the-art fusion
methodologies. In this setup, we noticed similar f-measure
classification performances to the previous results on CPHALL
dataset. The Friedman statistical test shows a p-value of
4.37 × 10−25, which helps us to state that the approaches
have significantly different performances. By applying the
Wilcoxon tests, we found that the best proposed approach is
better than 15 out of 16 techniques compared. It is not only
significantly different with the second best approach, which is
also proposed in this paper, which in turn, is also statistically
better than 15 approaches. The Wilcoxon pairwise tests for
all approaches used in the experiments can be found in the
supplementary material along with this paper.

C. Different Forgery Sizes
To check the effectiveness of the proposed method, we

analyze its detection accuracy considering different forgery
sizes. For that, we divide the images in the CPH dataset into
three sets of images, considering the ratio of fake pixels to
the whole images (number of modified pixels divided by the
number of total pixels in an image). Moreover, we create three
sets of images from the CPH dataset, obeying the criteria
shown in Table V. Table VI shows the mean 5 × 2 cross-
validation accuracy of each CPH sub-dataset, comparing the
proposed method to the best performing in the literature.

The proposed fusion approach improves upon the common
BKS approach and the classification of each individual method
used in the fusion. As expected, the larger the forgery, the
easier the detection, regardless of the detection method used.
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TABLE III
EXPERIMENTS CONSIDERING THE UNCOMPRESSED VERSION OF CPH DATASET (CPHALL). THE PROPOSED METHODS ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN BOLD AND

THE RESULTS ARE ORDERED BY F-MEASURE.

Rank Method Statistics Calculated on CPHALL Dataset after 5X2 Cross-Validation Experiments

F-MEASURE (%) ACC (%) TPR (%) FPR (%) PRECISION (%)
1 MULTISCALE BKS-RF-LVT 91.34 91.56 ± 9.79 90.88 ± 17.52 0.07 ± 7.88 99.92
2 MULTISCALE BKS-SVR-LVT 86.37 83.16 ± 7.82 92.23 ± 14.13 25.91 ± 6.27 78.07
3 BKS-SVR-OTSU 84.59 86.01 ± 13.75 77.63 ± 25.98 5.60 ± 7.59 93.27
4 BKS-RF-LVT 83.26 86.28 ± 14.79 83.70 ± 28.35 0.11 ± 7.79 99.87
5 Multiscale Voting [34] 83.03 85.34 ± 13.08 71.91 ± 26.55 1.22 ± 1.91 98.33
6 BKS-SVR-LVT 81.48 86.64 ± 16.38 79.49 ± 31.99 0.06 ± 4.19 99.92
7 BKS [5] 81.32 83.90 ± 18.29 70.33 ± 36.35 2.52 ± 3.33 96.54
8 BKS-RF-NA 80.97 83.52 ± 15.86 73.14 ± 30.60 6.40 ± 7.49 91.95
9 BKS-RF 80.48 83.15 ± 15.42 72.72 ± 29.75 6.40 ± 7.28 91.91

10 BKS-RF-OTSU 80.30 82.86 ± 15.96 71.73 ± 30.65 6.00 ± 7.29 92.28
11 BKS-SVR-NA 79.94 83.27 ± 17.17 69.56 ± 33.81 0.03 ± 3.51 99.96
12 SURF [33] 79.14 82.82 ± 20.53 65.82 ± 41.13 0.19 ± 0.22 99.72
13 BKS-SVR 77.83 81.80 ± 17.01 66.88 ± 33.32 3.27 ± 3.89 95.34
14 MULTISCALE VOTING BKS-RF-LVT 71.11 77.62 ± 19.12 56.53 ± 38.47 0.01 ± 2.05 99.98
15 SIFT [33] 71.02 77.56 ± 23.53 55.35 ± 47.12 0.00 ± 0.62 100.00
16 BAYESIAN FUSION [4] 70.08 77.06 ± 18.86 54.17 ± 37.76 0.05 ± 0.07 99.91
17 MULTISCALE VOTING BKS-SVR-LVT 69.43 76.85 ± 19.09 54.50 ± 38.31 0.79 ± 1.21 98.57
18 THRESHOLD VOTING (T=4) 67.02 75.28 ± 19.01 50.61 ± 38.07 0.04 ± 0.06 99.93
19 Hierarch-SIFT [31] 66.78 75.13 ± 21.51 50.45 ± 43.20 0.20 ± 0.24 99.61
20 Zernike [14] 51.11 67.13 ± 15.87 34.43 ± 31.63 0.15 ± 0.78 99.56
21 DWT [13] 47.56 65.59 ± 16.96 31.30 ± 33.84 0.12 ± 0.71 99.63
22 KPCA [13] 44.81 64.40 ± 16.59 28.97 ± 33.20 0.17 ± 0.93 99.42
23 DCT [6] 42.79 63.63 ± 15.74 27.29 ± 31.47 0.03 ± 0.11 99.88
24 Zernike2 [48] 38.47 59.94 ± 19.82 25.40 ± 38.35 5.51 ± 7.19 82.17
25 Circle [17] 37.65 61.61 ± 15.42 23.32 ± 30.82 0.09 ± 47.51 99.64
26 THRESHOLD VOTING (T=6) 35.03 60.67 ± 15.61 21.34 ± 31.20 0.00 ± 0.00 99.94
27 FMT [15] 30.15 58.88 ± 14.75 17.86 ± 29.64 0.09 ± 0.62 99.47
28 SVD [11] 28.50 58.34 ± 15.32 16.71 ± 30.64 0.03 ± 0.10 99.83
29 Hu [18] 28.26 58.23 ± 14.27 16.55 ± 28.58 0.08 ± 0.23 99.53
30 Lin [19] 27.08 57.86 ± 14.38 15.75 ± 28.79 0.02 ± 0.13 99.86
31 Blur [8] 25.58 57.36 ± 14.04 14.75 ± 28.08 0.03 ± 0.13 99.81
32 PCA [7] 24.87 57.12 ± 13.83 16.92 ± 27.66 0.03 ± 0.14 99.80

Legend:
 xx.xx = Five best methods in the column metric
 xx.xx = Five worst methods in the column metric

TABLE IV
EXPERIMENTS CONSIDERING THE (CMEN ) DATASET. THE PROPOSED METHODS ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN BOLD AND THE RESULTS ARE ORDERED BY

F-MEASURE.

Rank Method Statistics Calculated on CMEN Dataset after 5X2 Cross-Validation Experiments

F-MEASURE (%) ACC (%) TPR (%) FPR (%) PRECISION (%)
1 MULTISCALE BKS-RF- LVT 89.96 90.76 ± 14.36 82.95 ± 28.41 1.43 ± 3.15 98.31
2 BKS-RF-LVT 88.72 89.76 ± 14.51 81.10 ± 28.73 1.57 ± 2.85 98.10
3 MULTISCALE BKS-SVR-LVT 87.12 88.52 ± 15.67 78.03 ± 31.27 0.98 ± 2.27 100.00
4 BKS-SVR- OTSU 86.49 87.95 ± 13.06 77.35 ± 25.38 1.44 ± 3.34 98.17
5 BKS-SVR- LVT 83.64 85.91 ± 16.28 72.55 ± 32.55 0.72 ± 1.60 100.00
6 SURF [33] 80.40 83.50 ± 19.97 67.89 ± 39.41 0.87 ± 2.42 100.00
7 BKS [5] 79.52 82.76 ± 17.57 66.00 ± 35.18 0.48 ± 1.32 100.00
8 SIFT [33] 75.49 80.03 ± 21.30 60.63 ± 42.96 0.56 ± 1.19 100.00
9 Multiscale Voting [34] 74.56 78.33 ± 17.77 59.45 ± 37.24 2.79 ± 5.23 99.97

10 THRESHOLD VOTING (T=4) 68.15 75.73 ± 19.42 51.69 ± 38.82 0.22 ± 1.01 100.00
11 Zernike2 [48] 66.35 73.98 ± 20.74 49.65 ± 40.36 1.69 ± 3.30 99.98
12 Zernike [14] 62.38 72.56 ± 16.79 45.33 ± 33.39 0.20 ± 1.35 100.00
13 DCT [6] 54.22 68.53 ± 16.79 37.19 ± 33.55 0.13 ± 0.53 100.00
14 KPCA [13] 48.51 65.93 ± 15.66 32.02 ± 31.32 0.14 ± 0.77 100.00
15 THRESHOLD VOTING (T=6) 42.48 63.46 ± 17.02 26.97 ± 34.00 0.04 ± 0.43 100.00
16 Hierarch-SIFT [31] 39.51 61.99 ± 17.72 24.62 ± 35.70 0.64 ± 2.56 100.00
17 BAYESIAN FUSION [4] 8.48 52.20 ± 2.01 4.43 ± 4.02 0.03 ± 0.16 100.00

Legend:
 xx.xx = Five best methods in the column metric
 xx.xx = Five worst methods in the column metric

TABLE V
SET OF IMAGES EXTRACTED FROM CPH DATASET TO CHECK THE

EFFECTIVENESS OF THE PROPOSED METHOD OVER TAMPERING SIZE
VARIATION.

Subdataset ID Tamper Region Size Number of images
#1 0% <= r_fake_original <= 3% 42
#2 3% <=r_fake_original <= 5% 40
#3 r_fake_original > 5% 26

D. Different Compression Qualities

To assess the performance of the proposed method un-
der different compression setups, we take the CPH uncom-
pressed images dataset and create three new versions of it,
called CPHCOMPRESSED 90, CPHCOMPRESSED 80 and
CPHCOMPRESSED 70, which are composed by compressed
images considering image quality factors 90, 80 and 70,
respectively. Table VII shows the mean 5× 2 cross-validation

TABLE VI
CLASSIFICATION RESULTS OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH (IN BOLD)
COMPARED TO SOME METHODS IN THE LITERATURE CONSIDERING

VARIATION SIZE OF TAMPERED REGIONS.

Approach/Subdataset ID #1 #2 #3
SIFT [33] 74.07% 77.33% 83.56%

ZERNIKE [14] 61.90% 71.61% 68.73%
BKS [5] 79.73% 85.54% 88.14%

MULTISCALE BKS-RF-LVT 88.88% 92.50% 93.52%

classification accuracy for each dataset, comparing the pro-
posed method to the best performing in the literature. It can
be seen from this table that our approach significantly out-
performs the existing methods regardless of the compression
conditions, specially when we consider that these results are
measured at pixel-level.
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TABLE VII
CLASSIFICATION RESULTS OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH (IN BOLD)
COMPARED TO SOME METHODS IN THE LITERATURE CONSIDERING

COMPRESSION VARIATION OF IMAGES.

APPROACH/DATASET CPHCOMPRESSED_90 CPHCOMPRESSED_80 CPHCOMPRESSED_70

SIFT [33] 78.00% 74.65% 74.53%
ZERNIKE [14] 64.92% 63.48% 62.35%

BKS [5] 82.72% 80.81% 79.29%
MULTISCALE BKS-RF-LVT 85.73% 84.62% 82.94%

E. Noise Variation

We also tested the proposed method under varying noise
conditions. For that, we considered images in the CPH un-
compressed images dataset, adding white Gaussian noises with
varying variances, called CPHNOISE 1, CPHNOISE 2 and
CPHNOISE 4, which are composed by uncompressed images
with white Gaussian noises with variances equal to 0.0001,
0.0002 and 0.0004, respectively. These values were chosen
because they do not affect the visual image quality which
would, otherwise, allow the detection of a forgery by a simple
visual inspection. Table VIII shows the mean 5 × 2 cross-
validation accuracy of each dataset, comparing the proposed
method to some existing methods in the literature. The results
highlight the benefits of the multiscale BKS table to create
samples robust to noise in the training step.

TABLE VIII
CLASSIFICATION RESULTS OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH (IN BOLD)

COMPARED TO SOME METHODS IN THE LITERATURE CONSIDERING NOISE
VARIATION OF IMAGES.

APPROACH/DATASET CPHNOISE_00001 CPHNOISE_00002 CPHNOISE_00004

SIFT [33] 77.89% 76.64% 73.95%
ZERNIKE [14] 64.79% 63.70% 62.48%

BKS [5] 81.63% 79.77% 77.86%
MULTISCALE BKS-RF-LVT 87.49% 86.65% 84.34%

F. Running Times

To compare the running time of the proposed method to
its counterparts in the literature, we separate 20 images from
one test combination of our 5 × 2 cross validation and then
evaluated the mean running time per image. We used these
20 images in the experiments because most of them have
the same resolution and thus we want to decrease, as much
as possible, the image resolution effects upon the running
times. We ran the experiments on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-
5820K CPU @3.30GHz with 62GB of RAM. Table IX shows
the running times of some existing methods in the literature
along with the proposed method showing that, as expected, the
proposed method is less efficient than its counterparts. This
happens because the method takes some additional steps be-
fore classification such as running different detectors (currently
eight of them) individually, searching the outputs combination
in the BKS representational space and then calculating, for
each pixel in the probability map resulted, the decision value to
classify a pixel according to its neighborhood. Note, however,
that all of these tasks can be easily parallelized and do not

represent a problem in face of the important advances obtained
in terms of method’s effectiveness when detecting forgeries.

TABLE IX
MEAN RUNNING TIMES PER IMAGE (IN SECONDS) OF THE PROPOSED

METHOD (IN BOLD) COMPARED TO SOME METHODS USED IN THE
EXPERIMENTS.

APPROACH
SIFT [33] 2.43

ZERNIKE [14] 42.08
ZERNIKE2 [48] 2025.85

BKS [5] 2893.75
MULTISCALE BKS-RF-LVT 2955.91

Mean Running Time Per Image 
(s)

VI. CONCLUSION

A. Final Considerations

Image tampering detection is a hard problem to solve as
it involves different methodologies and abilities. This way,
it is impossible that just one image tampering detection
approach reveals perfectly an image manipulation. Also, any
given image manipulation detector might be deceived by anti-
forensic operations created by a forger.

In this sense, the combination of different detectors is
promising and paramount, as it can explore complementary
properties from the combined detectors. However, traditional
classifier fusion approaches in the literature failed to com-
pletely solve the problem because they often did not consider
important intrinsic properties of the digital image forensic
scenario: conditional and spatial dependence of tampered
pixels with respect to their neighboring pixels.

To address this problem, we explored approaches to com-
bine methods that take the best of two worlds in the copy-
move detection problem: block-based and points of interest
detection methods. We proposed three extensions for Behav-
ior Knowledge Space representation fusion: the multi-scale
BKS representations, generative models to complete missing
information in the BKS representation and multi-directional
neighborhood analysis to integrate the neighborhood behavior
into the decision-making process of a given pixel.

The proposed approaches have shown to perform better
than existing ones for fusion and for individual detectors
considering either compressed or uncompressed images. The
main reasons are: (1) the multi-scale approaches act by giving
more samples robust to common post-processing operations in
tampering, such as noise and resizing, to the Behavior Knowl-
edge Space; (2) the generative models aim at completing the
remaining conditional probabilities not present in BKS tables
and potentially eliminating noise and outliers in the existing
entries; and (3) the multi-directional approaches perform the
classification of a pixel by investigating also its neighbors, a
key difference with respect to previous fusion methods used
in this problem.

However, the method has two main drawbacks: the first one
happens when there is no complementarity of the underlying
methods to be combined. This happens when we combine
block- and interest point-based methods and the evaluated
image has several homogeneous regions, on which the block-
based approaches fail and there are no interest points enough
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to be extracted from the image. Finally, the proposed method
is slightly less efficient than its counterparts as it involves
combining K detection methods and evaluating the probability
of their outcomes for defining the final detection map.

With the proposed methods, we conclude that the tampering
conditional analysis is essential, and this is done by the
Behavior Knowledge Space Representation. Besides that, it
is important to consider the pixel spatial dependency. The
best classification results in all experiments showed that using
the Local Variable Threshold multi-directional neighborhood
analysis is suitable to this task. In addition, we solved the
inherent BKS representation problem when dealing with com-
plex issues such as detecting image forgeries: lack of data. To
deal with it, we proposed to learn, from just a few examples
available in the training data, the conditional dependency of
tampering operations from a set of used individual detectors.
We also have compensated this lack of training data by
using multi-scale decomposition of the input data allied with
generative models to calculate missing probabilities. These
decisions and their results upon several experiments allow us
to conclude that generative models are a key ally to build
more robust BKS representation spaces and better tackle the
problem of detecting forgeries in images.

B. Future Work

As future work, one promising investigation would be
improving the detection methods to also consider possible
counter-forensic techniques. In an adversarial attack scenario,
it is possible that simple methods and also basic fusion
approaches will easily break down. Robust fusion methods
such as the ones discussed herein are naturally more resilient
to such attacks especially if we model some possible attacks
in the construction of the detection method itself. This could
be done by considering possible attacks in the training images
and some methods to respond to such attacks, which could
be incorporated in the low-level detection step before building
the BKS representations. Such new developments and studies
would be paramount for the next stage in digital forensics.
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